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ordered from my store at -Productions or Mã directly in Dianafuntanaesl @gmail.com. Advertising of the public service This challenging activity requires that students work in small groups and make a brief presentation in the form of a public service advertisement on an emergency social issue. Students have the opportunity: to improve their research
skills to use persuasive language to develop critical thinking skills to produce a creative and informative presentation of video or power point /every-vote- counts-Audio.mp3 Save the level of the planet: High intermediate to Advanced A class of 8-12 is a top size so that students really get this activity, which fits well to a unit on problems on problems
Environmental When I did this activity, organize it as a protest rally and invite other classes so that there was a lot of noise and emotion. https:/2 of the City Council, in which they discuss the proposal of Royal Flush Developments to build a casino resort on his island. Casino or no Casino fits well into a unit on decision making and community
development. It also provides an opportunity for students to be creative and investigate the subject and stimulates an animated opinion exchange. Interview program: Real Life Stories Level: High To Advanced An interview program is one of the most entertaining activities that can be carried out in the ESL classroom, particularly if you have some
good actors in the class. In this activity, students can 6 â € When I did this with my students, the results were really amazing! Sell Yourself Level: High intermediate to advanced develops this activity for an advanced class of the University Bridging program speaking and listening, and fits well into a unit that deals with marketing and self -promotion.
Individual students must record a void of 30 to 60 seconds in which they introduce special skill or service. https:/2 DE ESL. It seems quite discouraging at the beginning, but when students enter it â € and really do some surprising results. This activity fits well with a unit on community policy or construction. Commercial level of 30 seconds:
Intermediate high This activity fits well into a unit that deals with advertising, and requires students: analyze commercials for advertising techniques to use descriptive language to create a 30 -second commercial for a consumption product. LECCIÓN PLAN FOR MY GREAT GLASE GRASE WEDDING LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED MY
GREAT GREAT GLORE WEDDING IS ONE OF THE BEST FILMS TO USE IN THE CLASSROOM ESL. It is fun, romantic, relatively easy to understand (with or without subtitles in English) and provides excellent spring to explore intercultural relationships. I have used it several times and every time the students enjoyed it immensely. Distride and
learn! Â © 2012 Diane Engelhardt. All rights reserved. We would love to listen to your comments! With more than 700,000 users registered in more than 100 countries around the world, Oonetopenglish is the of resources no one for English teachers, providing access to thousands of resources, including lecion plans, worksheets, work, Video and flash
cards. Subscribe for only £ 21 per year (ã ¢ â € Šâ¬21+taxes / $ 28)* For full access. Subscribe now teach-othis.com provides more than 2000 printable activities, work sheets, games and lessons to help you teach all the central skills associated with language learning: speaking, listening, reading, writing, writing, pronouncement, vocabulary and
grammatic. In each website, you will find high quality and high quality ESL taught activities, both free and paid. You can use hundreds of our teaching resources for free, without the need to register. If you want full access to all PDF teaching materials in a format without restrictions and editable, we also offer exclusive packages of membership in
line. All sections, subtites and language points are clearly categorized and level with shortcuts to direct it and easily to its desired teaching appeal. Each teaching activity comes with a detailed description to help you decide what resources will better adapt to your needs. All our teaching materials of membership are editable and can be adapted easily
to students of different countries and cultures. Each resource also comes in a 4 pdf format of using with notes and response keys of the complete teacher. The resources we offer can be developed in complete lessons, used to introduce or reinforce language, or use for a practice or additional review. Teaching activities are flexible enough to be
incorporated easily into any leccion plan. Our teaching resources cover English levels from beginners (A1) to the upper intermediate (B2). Home â »Activities of teach â‚¬ Å “To return all, Carejo! Empty looks. Two class fussors are reached for the hands of the other. The classic child of the class strives a lot to become invisible. It is no secret, making
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that students know that they are listening. In this way, they will surely give the couple the work of everything. Not all ESL activities in the classroom are designed for couple work. The best time to use peer work is during oral activities, as these activities allow students to have more time to talk than in a class environment. But you can't ask students
to talk to each other for two minutes: you need a little more structure than that! Here are 7 excellent ESL pair work activities that you can use in a variety of ways for your students to talk. 1. The investigative journalist's investigative reporter is a classic peer work activity for a reason: it works! It can be used in a variety of scenarios and adapted
according to specific grammar points or vocabulary that has been checking in class. The basis of the investigative reporter is for students to engage in couples and present their findings. It can be used for groups at all levels of skill from the beginning to the advance, provided that it adapts to your levels. Beginners can make a simple version, asking
their couples about their family structure, favorite colors and foods, pets and hobbies. Intermediate students could use investigative journalists to practice past tense structures asking about the childhood of their interlocutor. Advanced students could benefit from a mysterious version of the game, where each student is assigned a character to play
and the game concludes with the "Murderer" that feels as a result of the questions. An excellent way to prepare students for this activityRegardless of its level, it is with automal videos of English conversations of fluentu.fluentu takes automal videos: as musical videos, trailers of movies, news and inspiring talks "and makes them personalized in
personalized language lessons of language Students can see their selected selected either once you¢ÃÂÂve paired them up, or ahead of class for homework. The FluentU videos are all organized by level and come with interactive captions, flashcards and exercises to help students pick up new words as they watch. Through these supercharged English
dialogues, news reports, interviews, movie clips and more, they¢ÃÂÂll get comfortable with the types of basic English conversations investigative journalist requires. Have fun with this game, and remember: if you give your students the tools to succeed, they¢ÃÂÂll surprise you! 2. Debate Debate is another classic that can incorporate pair or group
work, depending on the size of your class. Create groups and assign each group or pair a side of an argument. Use pair work time to allow students to develop their argument and conclude with a class-wide debate. Debate is made even more interesting when you present students with authentic materials to use as support for their claims. 3.
What¢ÃÂÂs Your Secret? What¢ÃÂÂs your secret? is a pair work activity that truly involves the whole class. In this game, which is a play on investigative journalist, each student writes a secret down on a piece of paper, things like: ¢ÃÂÂI play the clarinet.¢ÃÂÂ or ¢ÃÂÂI have a twin.¢ÃÂÂ The papers are placed in a hat and each student draws one:
that¢ÃÂÂs where the game begins. What¢ÃÂÂs your secret? can either be played by allowing students to mill about the classroom freely or by setting up a speed dating scenario, where each pair has 1 minute to speak before rotating. Students may ask one another yes/no questions¢ÃÂÂthey may not ask directly if what¢ÃÂÂs on the piece of paper is
true about them or not. Students then must guess to whom the secret they drew belongs. 4. It¢ÃÂÂs Your Turn: Teach a Class! Teach a class! is a fun activity for advanced ESL students. In this activity, you assign each pair a grammar, vocab or culture point that they¢ÃÂÂll have to teach to the class. The pair works to prepare activities and plans of
lessons and teach the point to the class. Unlike many of these other activities, the conclusion of this activity is based on: when the couple taught the class, the teacher must play the student's role, but can evaluate the lecion at the end and feel free to correct any mistakes the "teachers" they do! 5. The following instructions after instructions is an
interesting game that offers a classroom change in the classroom. In this game, each couple's student draws an image, maintaining the role of her protected from her eyes. Ideally, images must be quite geomã © tricas. Once the image is completed, they explain to their partner, using only words, how to replicate the image. For example, if a student
has drawn the stereotyme square house with a triangle roof, she could say: "Receive a square in the middle of the paper that is approximately one third of the paper size." She draws a balanced triple at the top of the square, using the upper side of the square as the lower side of the triangle. . 6. Games! Yes, not many pairs work activities may seem
games, but sometimes it is fun to introduce some real games in the mixture. Yes, it is not a game in which the two unique words that students do not allow them to say are and no. Combine students and play. When a student loses, he is out and the company winner is combined with another winning company. In this way, you can create a Sã
Tournament, no. Other versions of the game also prohibit "maybe" and "me." Consider these versions when the game lasts too much or students need an additional challenge. 7. Games! Guess who guess what is a version of 20 questions that focuses completely on people. Students take the name of a famous person from a )!n³Ãicapicitna
)!n³Ãicapicitna noc senolabser sotse raraperp ¡Ãratisecen¡Â( your partner tries to guess who's in the paper making a series of questions yes/no. as if, no, guess who can be converted into a tournament style game. Conclusion of a couple's work activity remember: a couple's work activity is not a lesson in and of itself. There must be a brief introduction,
letting students know what they expect to do during the activity. There must be a special conclusion. Be sure to budget it in your class time or couple's work will be useless. During its conclusion, it must collect the information obtained during the activity and pass through it as a group. this will allow you to correct mistakes and also allow students to
learn from so peers. Many partner work activities also benefit from being followed by an individual activity as a written response, worksheet for the task or short oral presentation to the group presenting the student's findings. Once I have mastered the art of couple work, so students will be talking (and correctly!) before you know it! It is!
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